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After the laminator has been turned on using the tempera-
ture transfer switch located on “0” position, the cold mode 
is automatically set. If the machine has just recently been 
used for hot lamination, then the machine must reach a 
temperature of no more than 25    before starting cold 
lamination.  

C 

    WARNING： 
     For your protection, do not connect the pouch laminator to electrical 
power until you read this instruction completely. Keep this instruction in a 
convenient location for future reference.  

Model No:330 ARP 

A3 LAMINATOR 

Heating system                    Hot shoe + heating plate 
Laminating type         Cold & hot laminating 
Laminating speed         750~800mm/min 
Laminating thickness           1mm 
Warm up time         3~3.5min 
Roller quantity         4 
Max. entrance width            330mm 
Available thickness              75~250mic 
 1. 4. 

I n s t r u c t i o n  M a n u a l  

COLD Lamination   

Cautions item: 

Cleaning 

Service: 

Technology data 

1. Select a no-heat laminate that is slightly large than the document to be laminated. 
2. Run the film, film-side faced up, for about 3~6mm into the laminator, and then press POWER BUTTON 
to stop the rollers. 
3. Carefully separate the baking release paper from the film, and drape the clear film over the top of the 
laminator. 
4. Place the document between the separated film and backing. 
5. Then press the power switch to finish laminating. 
 

To ensure safety and prevent serious accidents, such as crispate of pouch or fire, please obey the 
following steps completely.  
1. To avoid the danger of electrical shock, keep the machine away from water sources or any wet 
conditions. 
2. Do not laminating items such as Drawings on the heat-sensitive paper or matter whose color or 
quality is prone to change when heating. 
3. Interlayer which is thicker than 1.0 mm is not suitable for lamination.  
4. The pouches shouldn’t be large than A3 paper. 
5. Do not laminate easy melting, sticky objects and object too soft as well as thinner paper. 
6. For prolonging the roller’s life, you should revolve the Temperature transfer switch to “0” 
position after finished hot laminating and turn off the power switch about ten minutes later.  

Warning  : please make sure that the machine has been turned off and unplugged before cleaning.  
As to the smutch on the covers of the machine, please wipe them off by cloth.    

Do not attempt to service or repair the pouch laminator yourself. Unplug the unit and contact an 
authorized service representative for any required repairs. 
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